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welcome
MEET YOUR COACH
Hi my name is Hannah and
welcome to our beginners
Kettlebell guide.
I am a real lover of kettlebells they form 99% of my strength
and endurance training
personally, and I have been
working with them for over 4
years now.
They are such a versatile tool.
They give you a lot of bang for
your buck, and help you build
strength, endurance, muscle,
grip and mobility.
Learning to use them safely is
key to helping you get the
results you strive for. This is
why I have produced this guide.
to give you some help in getting
started.
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Whilst we have tried to make this as comprehensives as possible, we would
always advise if you are completely new, getting a qualified kettlebell coach
to review your technique. Whilst they are an extremely safe exercise tool, if
they are used incorrectly, you will know about it. A lot of coaches, myself
included, offer online coaching with video feedback.
In this guide we will include:

1

Kettlebell types

2

Safety

3

Beginners exercise
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Kettlebell types
There are two main types of kettlebells on the market:
1. Competition bell
2. Standard kettlebell

1

The competition bells are largely brightly colours, but they do not change size no matter the
weight. These are often used in sport kettlebell training/ competition training.
Standard kettlebells are often cast iron bells, there are lots of different makes, and these will
change size as the weight increases.

2
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Safety in training

Whilst kettlebells are an extremely effective and versatile training tool, using them safely is
fundamental!
Key points to consider when using a kettlebells are:

1

1. Weight
2. Training environment
3. Footwear
Choosing the weight

2

Whilst we all want to push to be our best, choosing the correct working weight is very
important to stay injury free, especially when we are learning to dial in the technical points of
the movements.
Traditionally sizes usually jumped in 4kg jumps starting at 8kg, however there are more
options available nowadays.
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Usually for beginners we would advise starting with a bell range such as 8kg to 16kg for
working movements such as overhead presses, Turkish Get ups.
You may look for a medium up bells 12kg to 28kg for squats and kettlebell deadlifts
However, all of this will depend on your individual strength and training knowledge of course.
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We would advise it is better to start a little lighter and own the movements confidently, than
go straight to heavier and risk injury. And if you do manage to "outgrow" the lighter bells,
turn them upside and work bottoms up, you will notice a new challenge then!
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Safety in training

Training environment

Having a training environment that is safe for you to train is really important.
Clear a space, that is free from trip hazards, and distractions.

1

Make sure you are comfortable with dropping a bell there if you need to.
Make sure the floor is non slip.
Footwear

2

Training bare foot is great for training with kettlebells as it allows you to really connect with
the ground and stay rooted in your training. However, if this isn't possible or you prefer to
wear footwear, then flat soled shoes such as converse are ideal for lifting.
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Beginners training

Kettlebell deadlift

1
The kettlebell deadlift is a great starting point when learning to use Kettlebells. This
movement will set you up for the kettlebell swings cleans, snatches, and also if you would like
to progress onto the bar for lifting long term.

2

To perform the kettlebell deadlift:
1. Stand around hip width apart
2. Place the kettlebell between your ankles
3. Hinge at the hips
4. Take hold of the kettlebell and squeeze like you want to break the handle - switching on
your lats
5. Keep your eyes on the horizon
6. Inhale through the nose - getting nice and tight in the core
7. Drive your feet through the floor
8. Stand tall in a solid plank position - glutes, core, quads and lats
9. Hip hinge back and guide the bell back to its starting position

3
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Click to watch demo video
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Beginners training

Goblet squat

1

The kettlebell goblet squat is a great progression from bodyweight, and a great starting point
for weighted squats.
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To perform the kettlebell goblet squat:
1. Stand around hip width apart
2. Hold the kettlebell close to your body
3. Inhale through the nose getting tight in the core
4. Pull your body to a seated position - nice and slowly with control, body upright and knees
tracking your toes
5. Squat as far as you can keeping a neutral spine , or without your pelvis tucking under
6. Pause at the bottom of the squat
7. To stand up imagine you're pushing your feet through the floor, exhale a little with a
grunt, and stand tall
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Click to watch demo video
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Beginners training

Kettlebell swing

1
The kettlebell swing is a fantastic ballistic movement, great for power , speed and endurance
training!
1. Stand around hip width apart
2. Place the kettlebell about a foot away
3. Hinge back at the hips, keeping a neutral spine
4. Take hold of the kettlebell handle, squeeze the handle, and tilt the bell back towards you
5. Keep your eyes on the horizon
6. Inhale as you hike the kettlebell back between the legs, above the knees, forearms
should touch your inner thighs
7. To project the bell forwards, snap the hips, squeeze the glutes, pull up the quads and
keep the core tight, releasing some air through a hissing sound.
8. Stand tall in a solid plank position, shoulders square eyes ahead
9. Allow the bell to float up to around chest height
10. To bring the bell back down, allow the bell to fall. As it reaches the point your arms
touch your ribs, shoot your hips back
11. Either do another rep, or park the bell safely
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Click to watch demo video
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Beginners training

Kettlebell floor press

1
1. Lay in the foetal position and take the kettlebell ,and roll on to your back, elbow into the
floor
2. Maintain a neutral wrist when holding the kettlebell in the rack
3. Push your back into the floor by inhaling into the abdomen
4. Keep a nice proud chest
5. Punch the kettlebell towards the ceiling
6. Row it back towards the starting position
7. Repeat

2
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Click to watch demo video
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Beginners training

Kettlebell suitcase carry

1

2

The Kettlebell suitcase carry is a great movement to improve grip strength, help with
posture, and improve core integrity.

1. Take the kettlebell by the handle - pick it up using hip hinge movement from the deadlift
2. Stand nice and tall, proud chest, core engaged, with ribs anchored to hips
3. Keep your elbow from touching the sides
4. Walk for desired distance, controlled, ensuring the body stays square on, shoulders
back, and core engaged

3

Click to watch demo video
r
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Kettlebell training

These five movements will give you a great base to start your kettlebell training. You can
create some solid foundations to help you challenge the body , and eventually progress on
to more movements as your technique and skills grow
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Training with kettlebells
Ultimately the kettlebell is great tool to help you reach your goals. They are great for
everyone, and with the right technique and programme you will be able to reach new levels
with your body.
If you would like additional support, we can coach you safely online or in person to get you
to your desired goals - for more information drop us a message
hannah@standstrongkravmaga.co.uk
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